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When Daptone Records
released Sharon Jones & The
Dap-Kings' 100 Days, 100

Nights three years ago, the
world had to make way for the
54-year-old dark-skinned (as
Jones identifies herself) soul

that'll shake off even the most
secure beehive wig.

The first track on the album,
"The Game Gets Old," starts
things off with rhythms that
would sound at home on a play-
list of Motown classics. Jones's
yearning vocals combine Tina
Turner with Otis Redding as
she sings of a love gone wrong.
The title track follows, con-

diva. Touring across the coun-
try, amplifying tunes on televi-
sion, and recording a song for
an AIDs-benefit CD,Jones and
the eight fellas who make up
the Dap-Kings have established
themselves as modern authori-
ties on authentic soul. On their
fourth album, I Learned the
Hard Way, the group continues
to deliver thunderous grooves

tinuing the dialog: "It was all
around me/ Clouds of perfume
and lies and a hotel key/ And
then I answered your phone/ I
heard a gasp and a click." Bring
out the lie detectors!

It's clear that Jones's sultry
voice is the center of the album,
but the Dap-Kings provide her
with a great backdrop. Interest-
ingly enough, though the band

is more backup than driving
force on Hard Way, this is the
only one of the group's CDSto
feature all of the members on
its cover; previous covers had
only Jones striking a fabulous
pose. I Learned the Hard Way
might not be bringing any-
thing new to the soul canon,
but there's nothing wrong with
that. Innovation itself doesn't
make people dance; good jams
and a charismatic singer do,
and Sharon Jones & The Dap-
Kings are definitely bringing
both in full force.
-ELONA E. JONES (NO

RELATION)

BEST DANCE MOVE WHILE
LISTENING: The bump 'n' grind,
circa before R. Kelly brought
back the term and made it
gross.

THE BESNARD LAKES
ARE THE ROARING
NIGHT
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Brave are the indie rockers
who wholeheartedly embrace
the full-blown, baldly emo-
tional anthemic rock of the
'70S. Generations previous
have shied away from such
unironic, possibly goofy, and
likely embarrassing fare, but
thankfully the latest wave of
listeners and music makers
are more open-minded. Blitzen
Trapper, Fleet Foxes, and Citay
are members of the pack The
Besnard Lakes runs with-and
a 12-string guitar, flute, om-
nichord, and Mellotron are the
Montreal band's new traveling
companions, filling out their
sound and transforming them
into an ecstatic rock orchestra,
something akin to a nouveau
Moody Blues.

The Besnurd Lakes Are the
Roaring Night finds husband-
and-wife songwriting team
lace Lasek and Olga Goreas ex-

perimenting with a 1968 Neve
mixing board rumored to have
been used for Led Zeppelin's
Physical Graffiti. The record
plunges into the same Electric
Light Orchestra and Fleetwood
Mac inspirations of their kin
and comes up, wild-eyed and
soaking wet, with a dagger be-
tween its lips, brimming over
with tales of fiery skies, fever-
ish espionage, burning cities,
and ominous oceans. Thump-
ing jams melt into radioactive
drones, as with "And This
Is What We Call Progress,"
and glassy strings shiver over
angelic falsetto on "Chicago
Train," before we hurtle for-
ward in time to the shattered,
dusty postpunk "Albatross,"
where Goreas croons about
"sultry West Coast nights"
against a backdrop of interstel-
lar musical explosions. Taken
as a whole, The Besnard Lakes
Are the Roaring Night proves
that the ensemble's acclaimed
last album, The Besnard Lakes
Are the Dark Horse, was no
fluke: This is a group that
waxes majestically larger than
life and dares to be magnifi-
cent. - KIM B E R LY CHUN

SOUNDTRACK FOR: An apoca-
lyptic sci-fi drama set on a
pyramid-shaped, watery planet
populated with glossy-lipped,
Lycra-clad, bald Amazons and
their handlebar-mustachioed
consorts.
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Q: What does Joanna Newsom
feel like she's been inside all
her life? A: A beautiful mem-
9ry replaying with the sound
turned down low. You learn
this in "Occident," a piano
ballad reminiscent of Fiona
Apple that wraps up Disc 2 of
Have One on Me, Newsom's
newest three-LP, two-hour
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